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Abstract
Simultaneously supporting latency- and throughout-
sensitive workloads in a shared environment is an in-
creasingly more common challenge in big data clusters.
Despite many advances, existing cluster schedulers force
the same performance goal – fairness in most cases – on
all jobs. Latency-sensitive jobs suffer, while throughput-
sensitive ones thrive. Using prioritization does the op-
posite: it opens up a path for latency-sensitive jobs to
dominate. In this paper, we tackle the challenges in
supporting both short-term performance and long-term
fairness simultaneously with high resource utilization by
proposing Bounded Priority Fairness (BoPF ). BoPF pro-
vides short-term resource guarantees to latency-sensitive
jobs and maintains long-term fairness for throughput-
sensitive jobs. BoPF is the first scheduler that can provide
long-term fairness, burst guarantee, and Pareto efficiency
in a strategyproof manner for multi-resource schedul-
ing. Deployments and large-scale simulations show that
BoPF closely approximates the performance of Strict Pri-
ority as well as the fairness characteristics of DRF. In
deployments, BoPF speeds up latency-sensitive jobs by
5.38× compared to DRF, while still maintaining long-
term fairness. In the meantime, BoPF improves the aver-
age completion times of throughput-sensitive jobs by up
to 3.05× compared to Strict Priority.
1 Introduction
Cloud computing infrastructures are increasingly being
shared between diverse workloads with heterogeneous re-
source requirements. In particular, throughput-sensitive
batch processing systems [33, 50, 63, 5] are often comple-
mented by latency-sensitive interactive analytics [77, 11,
4] and online stream processing systems [78, 9, 12, 67,
23]. Simultaneously supporting these workloads is a bal-
ancing act between distinct performance metrics. For ex-
ample, Figure 1 shows a cluster scheduling a mix of jobs
from a throughput-sensitive queue (TQ) and a latency-
sensitive queue (LQ). Batch processing workloads such
as indexing [33] and log processing [1, 77] may submit
hours-long large jobs via TQ. The average amount of re-
sources received over a certain period of time is critical
for these jobs. In contrast, interactive [77, 4] and on-
TQ (Batch Jobs)
LQ (Streaming Micro Jobs)
Cluster
Scheduler
Figure 1: Users and automated processes submit throughput-
sensitive (TQ) and latency-sensitive (LQ) to the same cluster.
line streaming [78, 9] workloads respectively submit on-
demand and periodic smaller jobs via LQ. Therefore, re-
ceiving enough resources immediately for an LQ job is
more important than the average resources received over
longer time intervals.
To address the diverse goals, today’s schedulers are be-
coming more and more complex. They are multi-resource
[41, 44, 56, 30, 16], DAG-aware [29, 44, 77], and al-
low a variety of constraints [79, 51, 17, 42, 76]. Given
all these inputs, they optimize for objectives such as fair-
ness [41, 52, 40, 20], performance [39], efficiency [44],
or different combinations of the three [45, 46]. However,
most existing schedulers have one shortcoming in com-
mon: they force the same performance goal on all jobs
while jobs may have distinct goals; therefore, they fail to
provide performance guarantee in the presence of multiple
types of workloads with different performance metrics. In
fact, the performance of existing schedulers can be arbi-
trarily bad for some workloads.
Consider the simple example in Figure 2 that illustrates
the inefficiencies of existing resource allocation policies,
in particular, DRF [41] and Strict Priority (SP) [59] for
coexisting workloads with different requirements. In this
example, we run memory-bound jobs in a 40-node clus-
ter, where each node has 32 CPU cores and 64 GB RAM.
There are two queues, where each queue contains a num-
ber of jobs with the same performance goals. Apache
Hadoop YARN [2] is set up to manage the resource al-
location among the queues. The first queue is for Spark
streaming, which submits a simple MapReduce-like job
every 10 minutes. We call it latency-sensitive queue (LQ)
because it aims to finish each of the jobs as quickly as pos-
sible. The second queue is a throughout-sensitive batch-
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(c) The ideal solution allows first two latency-sensitive
jobs to finish as quickly as possible, but protects batch
jobs from latter LQjobs by ensuring long-term fairness.
Figure 2: Need for bounded priority and long-term fairness
in a shared multi-resource cluster with latency-sensitive (LQ:
blue/dark) and throughput-sensitive (TQ: orange/light) jobs. The
blank part on the top is due to resource fragmentation and over-
heads in Apache YARN. Although we focus only on memory
allocations here, similar observations hold in multi-resource sce-
narios.
job queue (TQ) formed by jobs generated from the Big-
Bench workload [3] and queued up at the beginning. TQ-
cares more about its long-term averaged resources re-
ceived, e.g., every 10 minutes. For simplicity of ex-
position, all jobs are memory-bound. We consider two
common classes of policies – priority-based and fairness-
based allocation – in this example, where the former is op-
timized for latency and the latter for fairness. The memory
resource consumption under these two policies is depicted
in Figures 2a and 2b, respectively. We defer the discussion
of other policies to Section 2.3.
SP gives LQ the whole cluster’s resources (high prior-
ity) whenever it has jobs to run; hence, it provides the
lowest possible response time. For the first two arrivals,
the average response time is 130 seconds. A detrimen-
tal side effect of SP, however, is that there is no resource
isolation – TQ jobs may not receive any resources at all!
In particular, LQ is incentivized to increase its arrival rate
– e.g., for more accurate sampling and more iterations in
training neural networks – without any punishment. As it
does so from the third job arrival, TQ no longer receives
its fair share. In the worst case, LQ can take all the sys-
tem resources and starve TQ. In summary, SP provides
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Figure 3: BoPF in the cluster scheduling design space.
the best response time for LQ , but no performance isola-
tion for TQ at all. In addition, SP is incapable of handling
multiple LQs.
In contrast, DRF enforces instantaneous fair allocation
of resources at all times. During the burst of LQ, LQ and
TQ share the bottleneck resource (memory) evenly until
the jobs from LQ complete; then TQ gets all resources be-
fore the next burst of LQ. Clearly, TQ is happy at the cost
of longer completion times of LQ’s jobs, whose response
time increases by 1.6 times. In short, DRF provides the
best performance isolation for TQ, but no performance
consideration for LQ. When there are many TQs, the re-
sponse time of LQ can be very large.
Clearly, it is impossible to achieve the best response
time under instantaneous fairness. In other words, there
is a hard tradeoff between providing instantaneous fair-
ness for TQs and minimizing the response time of LQs.
Consequently, we aim to answer the following fundamen-
tal question in this paper: how well can we simultaneously
accommodate multiple classes of workloads with perfor-
mance guarantees, in particular, performance isolation
for TQs and low response times for LQs?
We answer this question by designing BoPF : the first
multi-resource scheduler that achieves both performance
isolation for TQs in terms of long-term fairness and re-
sponse time guarantees for LQs, and is strategyproof. It is
simple to implement and provides significant performance
improvements even in the presence of uncertainties. The
key idea is “bounded” priority for LQs: as long as the
burst is not too large to hurt the long-term fair share of
TQs, they are given higher priority so jobs can be com-
pleted as quickly as possible. Figure 3 shows BoPF in the
context of cluster scheduling landscape.
We make the following contributions in this paper.
Algorithm design. We develop BoPF with the rigor-
ously proven properties of strategyproofness, short-term
bursts, long-term fairness, and high system utilization
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(§3). When LQs have different demands for each arrival,
we further design mechanism to handle the uncertainties.
Design and implementation. We have implemented
BoPF on Apache YARN [72] (§4). Any framework
that runs on YARN can take advantage of BoPF . The
BoPF scheduler is implemented as a new scheduler in
Resource Manager that runs on the master node. The
scheduling overheads for admitting queues or allocating
resources are negligibly less than 1 ms for 20,000 queues.
Evaluation on both testbed experiments and large-
scale simulations. In deployments, BoPF provides up
to 5.38× lower completion times for LQ jobs than DRF,
while maintaining the same long-term fairness (§5.2). At
the same time, BoPF provides up to 3.05× more fair allo-
cation to TQ jobs compared to SP.
2 Motivation
2.1 Benefits of Temporal Co-Scheduling
Consider the example in Figure 2 again. Recall that SP
and DRF are two extreme cases in trading off performance
and fairness: SP provides the best performance (for LQs)
with no fairness consideration (for TQs); DRF ensures the
best isolation (for TQs) with poor performance (of LQs).
However, it is still possible for LQs and TQs to share the
cluster by thoughtful co-scheduling over time.
The ideal allocation is depicted in Figure 2c. The key
idea is “bounded” priority for LQs as we discussed in
the previous section. In particular, before 1,400 seconds,
LQ’s bursts are small, so it gets higher priority, which is
similar to SP. After LQ increases its demand, only a frac-
tion of its demand can be satisfied with the entire system’s
resources. Then it has to give resources back to TQ to
ensure long-term fairness.
2.2 Desired Properties
We restrict our attention in this paper to the following,
important properties: burst guarantee for LQs, long-term
fairness for TQs, strategyproofness, and Pareto efficiency
to improve cluster utilization.
Burst guarantee (BG) provides performance guaran-
tee for LQs by allocating guaranteed amount of resources
during their bursts. In particular, an LQ requests its mini-
mum required resources for its bursts to satisfy its service
level agreements, e.g., percentiles of response time.
Long-term fairness (LF) provides every queue in the
system the same amount of resources over a (long) period,
e.g., 10 minutes. Overall, it ensures that TQs progress no
slower than any LQ in the long run. LF implies sharing
incentive, which requires that each queue should be better
off sharing the cluster, than exclusively using its own static
share of the cluster. If there are n queues, each queue
cannot exceed 1n of all resources under static sharing.
1
Strategyproofness (SPF) ensures that queues cannot
1For simplicity of presentation, we consider queues with the same
weights, which can be easily extended to queues with different weights.
Property SP DRF M-BVT BoPF
Burst Guarantee (BG) X* × X* X
Long-Term Fairness (LF) × X X X
Strategyproofness (SPF) × X × X
Pareto Efficiency (PE) X X X X
Single Resource Fairness × X X X
Bottleneck Fairness × X X X
Population Monotonicity X X X X
Table 1: Properties of existing policies and BoPF . X∗ means
that the property holds when there is only one LQ.
benefit by lying about their resource demands. This pro-
vides incentive compatibility, as a queue cannot improve
its allocation by lying.
Pareto efficiency (PE) is about the optimal utilization
of the system. A resource allocation is Pareto efficient if it
is impossible to increase the allocation/utility of a queue
without hurting at least another queue.
2.3 Analysis of Existing Policies
Strict Priority (SP): SP is employed to provide perfor-
mance guarantee for LQs. As the name suggests, an SP
scheduler always prioritize LQs. Therefore, when there
is only one LQ, SP provides the best possible perfor-
mance guarantee. However, when there are more than one
LQs, it is impossible to give all of them the highest prior-
ity. Meanwhile, TQs may not receive enough resources,
which violates long-term fairness. As the LQs may re-
quest more resources than what they actually need, strate-
gyproofness is not enforced, and therefore the system may
waste some resources – i.e., it is not Pareto efficient.
DRF: DRF is an extension of max-min fairness to the
multi-resource environment, where the dominant share is
used to map the resource allocation (as a vector) to a scalar
value. It provides instantaneous fairness, strategyproof-
ness, and Pareto efficiency. However, because DRF is
an instantaneous allocation policy without any memory,
it cannot prioritize jobs with more urgent deadlines. In
particular, no burst guarantee is provided. Even assign-
ing queues different weights in DRF is homogeneous over
time and cannot provide the burst guarantee needed. In
addition, there is no admission control. Therefore, as the
number of queues increases, no queue’s performance can
be guaranteed.
M-BVT: BVT [36] is a thread-based CPU scheduler
for a mix of real-time and best-effort tasks. The idea is
that for real-time tasks, BVT allows them to borrow some
virtual time (and therefore resources) from the future and
be prioritized for a period without increasing their long-
term shares.
Since BVT was designed for a single-resource environ-
ment, we extend the idea of BVT to M-BVT for multiple
resources. Under the M-BVT policy, LQ-i is assigned a
virtual time warp parameter Wi, which represents the ur-
gency of the queue. Upon an arrival of its burst at Ai, an
effective virtual time Ei = Ai −Wi is calculated. This
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is used as the priority (smaller Ei means higher priority)
for scheduling. When LQ-i has the only smallest Ei, it
may use the whole system’s resources and itsEi increases
at the rate of its progress calculated by DRF. Eventually,
its Ei is no longer the only smallest. Then resources are
shared in a DRF-fashion among queues with the smallest
virtual times.
M-BVT has some good properties. For instance, the
DRF component ensures long-term fairness, and the BVT
component strives for performance. Pareto efficiency fol-
lows from the work conservation of the policy.
However, it does not provide general burst guarantees
as any new arriving queue (with larger virtual time warp
parameter) may occupy the resources of existing LQs or
share resources with them, thus hurting their completion
time. In addition, it is not strategyproof because queues
can lie about their needs in order to get a larger virtual
time warp.
Other policies like the CEEI [66] provide fewer desired
properties.
2.4 Summary of the Tradeoffs
As listed in Table 1, no prior policy can simultaneously
provide all the desired properties of fairness/isolation for
TQs while providing burst guarantees for all the LQs with
strategyproofness. In particular, if strict priority is pro-
vided to an LQwithout any restriction for its best per-
formance (e.g., strategyproofness), there is no isolation
protection for TQs’ performance. On the other hand, if
the strictly instantaneous fairness is enforced (e.g., DRF),
there is no room to prioritize short-term bursts. While the
idea in M-BVT is reasonable, it is not strategyproof and
cannot provide burst guarantee.
The key question of the paper is, therefore, how to al-
locate system resources in a near-optimal way; meaning,
satisfying all the critical properties in Table 1.
3 BoPF : A Scheduler With Memory
In this section, we first present the problem setting (§3.1)
and then formally model the problem in Section 3.2.
BoPF achieves the desired properties by admission con-
trol, guaranteed resource provision, and spare resource al-
location (§3.3). Finally, we prove that BPF satisfies all the
properties in Table 1 (§3.4).
3.1 Problem Settings
We consider a system with K resources. The capacity of
resource k is denoted by Ck. The system resource capac-
ity is therefore a vector
−→
C = 〈C1, C2, ..., CK〉. For ease
of exposition, we assume
−→
C is a constant over time, but
our methodology applies directly to the cases with time-
varying
−→
C (t), e.g., with estimations of
−→
C (t) at the be-
ginning and leveraging stochastic optimization [68] and
online algorithm design [53].
We restrict our attention to LQs for interactive sessions
and streaming applications, and TQs for batch jobs.
Notation Description
H Admitted LQs with hard guarantee
S Admitted LQs with soft guarantee
E Admitted TQs and LQs with fair share only
Table 2: Important notations
LQ-i’s demand comes from a series Ni of bursts, each
consisting of a number of jobs. We denote by Ti(n) the ar-
rival time of the n-th burst, which must be finished within
ti(n). Therefore, its n-th burst needs to be completed by
Ti(n)+ ti(n) (i.e., deadline). Denote the demand of its n-
th arrival by a vector
−→
di (n) = 〈d1i (n), d2i (n), ..., dKi (n)〉,
where dki (n) is the demand on resource-k.
In practice, inter-arrival time between consecutive
bursts Ti(n + 1) − Ti(n) can be fixed for some appli-
cations such as Spark Streaming [78], or it may vary for
interactive user sessions. In general, the duration is quite
short, e.g., several minutes. Similarly, the demand vec-
tor
−→
di (n) may contain some uncertainties, and we assume
that queues have their own estimations. Therefore, our ap-
proach has to be strategyproof so that queues report their
estimated demand, as well as their true deadlines.
To enforce the long-term fairness, the total demand of
LQ-i’s n-th arrival
−→
di (n) should not exceed its fair share,
which can be calculated by a simple fair scheduler – i.e.,−→
C (Ti(n+1)−Ti(n))
N , when there are N queues admitted by
BoPF – or a more complicated one such as DRF. We adopt
the former in analysis because it provides a more conser-
vative evaluation of the improvements brought by BoPF .
In contrast, TQ’s jobs are queued at the beginning with
much larger demand than each burst of LQs.
3.2 Modeling the Problem
Completion time: Let us denote by Ri(n) the (last) com-
pletion time of jobs during LQ-i’s n-th arrival. If LQ-i
is admitted with hard guarantee, we ensure that a large
fraction αi of arrivals are completed before deadlines2;
i.e.,
∑
n∈Ni 1{Ri(n)≤Ti(n)+ti(n)} ≥ αi|Ni|, where 1{·} is
the indicator function which equals to 1 if the condition is
satisfied and 0 otherwise, |Ni| is the number of arrivals of
LQ-i. A more general function is considered as the future
work. If LQ-i is admitted with only soft/best-effort guar-
antee, we maximize the fraction of arrivals completed on
time.
Long-term fairness: Denote by −→ai (t) and −→ej (t) the
resources allocated for LQ-i and TQ-j at time t, respec-
tively. For a possibly long evaluation interval [t, t + T ]
during which there is no new admission or exit, the
average resource guarantees received are calculated as
1
T
∫ t+T
t
−→ai (τ)dτ and 1T
∫ t+T
t
−→ej (τ)dτ . We require the
allocated dominant resource, i.e., the largest amount of
resource allocated across all resource types, received
by any TQ queue is no smaller than that received by
2αi can be 95% or 99% depending on the SLA.
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an LQ. Formally, ∀i ∈ A,∀j ∈ B, where A and
B is the set of admitted LQs and TQs, respectively,
maxk
{
1
T
∫ t+T
t
aki (τ)dτ
}
≤ maxk
{
1
T
∫ t+T
t
ekj (τ)dτ
}
,
where aki (τ) and e
k
j (τ) are allocated type-k resources for
LQ-i and TQ-j at time τ , respectively. This condition pro-
vides long-term protections for admitted TQs.
The optimization problem: We would like to maxi-
mize the arrivals completed before the deadlines for ad-
mitted LQs with soft guarantee while meeting the speci-
fied fraction of deadlines of admitted LQs with hard guar-
antees and keeping the long-term fairness.
The decisions to be made are (i) admission control,
which decides the set of admitted LQs (H, S) and the set
of admitted TQs (E); and (ii) resources allocated to admit-
ted queues LQ-i and TQ-j (−→ai (t) and −→ej (t), respectively)
over time. If there are some unused/unallocated resources,
queues with unsatisfied demand can share them.
3.3 Solution Approach
Our solution BoPF consists of three major components:
admission control procedure to decide H, S and E, guar-
anteed resource provisioning procedure for −→ai (t), and a
spare resource allocation procedure.
Admission control procedure: BoPF admits queues
into the following three classes:
• H: LQs admitted with hard resource guarantee.
• S: LQs admitted with soft resource guarantee. Sim-
ilar to hard guarantee, but need to wait when some
LQs with hard guarantee are occupying system re-
sources.
• E: Elastic queues that can be either LQs or TQs.
There is no burst guarantee, but long-term fair share
is provided.
The system expects to admit at least Nmin queues. Be-
fore admitting LQ-i, BoPF checks if admitting it invali-
dates any resource guarantees committed for LQs inH∪S,
i.e., the following safety condition needs to be satisfied:
−→
dj (n) ≤
−→
C (Tj(n+ 1)− Tj(n))
max(|H|+ |S|+ |E|+ 1, Nmin) , ∀n,∀j ∈ H ∪ S,
(1)
where |H| + |S| + |E| is the number of already admitted
queues. If (1) is not satisfied, LQ-i is rejected. Otherwise,
it is safe to admit LQ-i and the next step is to decide which
of the three classes it should be added to.
For LQ-i to have some resource guarantee, either hard
or soft, its own total demand should not exceed its long-
term fair share. Formally, the fairness condition is
−→
di (n) ≤
−→
C (Ti(n+ 1)− Ti(n))
max(|H|+ |S|+ |E|+ 1, Nmin) ,∀n,
(2)
If only condition (1) is satisfied but (2) is not, LQ-i is
added to E. If both conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied,
it is safe to admit LQ-i to H or S. If there are enough
Algorithm 1 BoPF Scheduler
1: procedure PERIODICSCHEDULE()
2: if there are new LQs Q then
3: {H, S,E} =LQADMIT(Q)
4: if there are new TQs Q then
5: {E} =TQADMIT(Q)
6: ALLOCATE(H, S,E)
7:
8: function LQADMIT(LQS Q)
9: for all LQQ ∈ Q do
10: if safety condition (1) satisfied then
11: if fairness condition (2) satisfied then
12: if resource condition (3) satisfied then
13: Admit Q to hard guarantee H
14: else
15: Admit Q to soft guarantee S
16: else
17: Admit Q to elastic E with long-term fair
share
18: else
19: Reject Q
20: return {H, S,E}
21:
22: function TQADMIT(QUEUE Q)
23: for all TQQ ∈ Q do
24: if safety condition (1) satisfied then
25: Admit Q to elastic E with long-term fair share
26: else
27: Reject Q
28: return {E}
29:
30: function ALLOCATE(H, S, E)
31: for all LQQ ∈ H do
32: −→ai (t) =
−→
di(n)
ti(n)
for t ∈ [Ti(n), Ti(n+ 1)]
33: for all LQQ ∈ S do
34: allocate
−→
C −∑j∈H−→aj(t) based on SRPT until each
LQ-i’s allocation reaches
−→
di (n) or the deadline arrives.
35: Obtain the remaining resources
−→
L
36: DRF(E,
−→
L )
uncommitted resources (resource condition (3)), LQ-i is
admitted to H. Otherwise it is added to S.
−→
di (n)
ti(n)
≤ −→C −
∑
j∈H
−→aj(t),∀n, t ∈ [Ti(n), Ti(n) + ti(n)]
(3)
For TQ-j, BoPF simply checks the safety condition (1).
If it is satisfied, TQ-j is added to E. Otherwise TQ-j is
rejected.
Guaranteed resource provisioning procedure For
each LQ-i in H, during [Ti(n), Ti(n) + ti(n)], BoPF al-
locates constant resources to fulfill its demand −→ai (t) =−→
di(n)
ti(n)
. LQs in S shares the uncommitted resource
−→
C −∑
j∈H
−→aj(t) based on SRPT (Shortest Remaining Pro-
cessing Time) [19] until each LQ-i’s consumption reaches
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−→
di (n) or the deadline arrives. Meaning, BoPF prioritizes
the LQs that are about to reach
−→
di (n) before the deadline.
After every LQ in H and S is allocated, remaining re-
sources are allocated to queues in E using DRF [41].
Spare resource allocation procedure If some allo-
cated resources are not used, they are further shared by
TQs and LQs with unsatisfied demand. This maximizes
system utilization.
3.4 Properties of BoPF
First, we argue that BoPF ensures long-term fairness,
burst guarantee, and Pareto efficiency.
The safety condition and fairness condition ensure the
long-term fairness for all TQs.
For LQs in H, they have hard resource guarantee and
therefore can meet their SLA. For LQs in S, they have
resource guarantee whenever possible, and only need to
wait after LQs in H when there is a conflict. Therefore,
their performance is much better than if they were under
fair allocation policies.
The addition of S allows more LQs to be admitted with
resource guarantee and therefore increases the resources
utilized by LQs. Finally, we fulfill spare resources with
TQs, so system utilization is maximized, reaching Pareto
efficiency.
In addition, we prove that BoPF is weak-strategyproof.
Meaning, users have limited incentive to lie about their
demand. The detail of proof is in Appendix 9.1.
3.5 Handling Uncertainties
In practice, arrivals of LQ-i may have different sizes, i.e.,−→
di is not deterministic but instead has some probability
distributions. Here we extend BoPF to handle this case.
We assume LQ-i knows its distributions, e.g., from his-
torical data. In particular, it knows the cumulative prob-
ability distribution of each resource k, denoted by Fik
if these distributions on multiple resources are indepen-
dent. The requirement regarding αi can be converted into∏
j F
−1
ik (dik) ≥ αi, where dik is the request demand on
resource k. This gives F−1ik (dik) ≥ α1/Ki . Finally, the
request on resource-k dik = Fik(α
1/K
i ). We call this α-
strategy.
When distributions of multiple resources are correlated,
we only have the general form F−1i (
−→
di ) ≥ αi, where Fi
is the joint distribution on all resources. We have the
following properties in this case.3 When the distribu-
tions are pairwise positively correlated, α-strategy over-
provisions resources. If they are pairwise negatively cor-
related, α-strategy under-provisions resources. Numerical
approaches can be applied to adjust the α-strategy accord-
ingly.
Taking the correlations on multiple resources into con-
sideration is important. In particular, when these distri-
butions are perfectly correlated, dik = Fik(α
1/K
i ) can be
3The proof is omitted due to space limit.
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Figure 4: Enabling bounded prioritization with long-term fair-
ness in a multi-resource cluster. BoPF -related changes are
shown in orange.
reduced to dik = Fik(αi). When the standard deviation
is large (e.g., 40% of the mean for Normal distribution),
the demand can be reduced by 10% with three resources.
This increases the chance of LQ-i being admitted.
4 Design Details
In this section, we describe how we have implemented
BoPF on Apache YARN, how we use standard techniques
for demand estimation, and additional details related to
our implementation.
4.1 Enabling BoPF in Cluster Managers
Enabling bounded prioritization with long-term fairness
requires implementing the BoPF scheduler itself along
with an additional admission control module in cluster
managers, and it takes additional information on demand
characteristics from the users. A key benefit of BoPF is
its simplicity of implementation: we have implemented it
in YARN. In the following, we describe how and where
we have made the necessary changes.
Primer on Data-Parallel Cluster Scheduling Mod-
ern cluster managers typically includes three components:
job manager or application master (AM), node manager
(NM), and resource manager (RM).
One NM runs on each server, which is responsible for
managing resource containers on that server. A container
is a unit of allocation and are used to run specific tasks.
For each application, a job manager or AM interacts
with the RM to request job demands and receive alloca-
tion and progress updates. It can run on any server in the
cluster. AM manages and monitors job demands (memory
and CPU) and job status (PENDING, IN PROGRESS, or
FINISHED).
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The RM is the most important part in terms of schedul-
ing. It receives requests from AMs and then schedules
resources using an operator-selected scheduling policy. It
asks NM to prepare resource containers for the various
tasks of the submitted jobs.
BoPF Implementation We made three changes for tak-
ing user input, performing admission control, and calcu-
lating resource shares – all in the RM. We do not modify
NM and AM. Our implementation also requires more in-
put parameters from the users regarding the demand char-
acteristics of their job queues. Figure 4 depicts our design.
User Input Users submit their jobs to their queues. In
our system, there are 2 queue types, i.e., LQs and TQs.
We do not need additional parameters for TQs because
they are the same as the conventional queues. Hence, we
assume that TQs are already available in the system. How-
ever, the BoPF scheduler needs additional parameters for
LQs; namely, arrival times and demands. Since LQs pre-
fer to have resource guarantee, it is necessary for them
to report their own demands. The demand can be esti-
mated by using an off-line estimator like Ernest [73]. The
estimation is not necessarily accurate. Nonetheless, we
will show that our system is robust to large errors in Sec-
tion 5.3.1.
A user submits requests containing their parameters of
the new LQ. After receiving the parameters, the RM sets
up a new LQ queue for the user. Users can also ask the
cluster administrator to set up the parameters.
Admission Control YARN does not support admission
control. We implement an admission control module to
classify LQs and TQs into Hard Guarantee, Soft Guar-
antee, and Elastic classes. A new queue is rejected if it
cannot meet the safety condition (1), which invalids the
committed performance. If it is a TQ, it is added into the
Elastic class. If the new LQ does not satisfy the fairness
condition (2), it is also admitted to the Elastic class. If the
new LQ meets the fairness condition (2), but fails at the
resource condition (3), it will be put in the Soft Guarantee
class. If the new LQ meets all the three conditions, i.e.,
safety, fairness, and resource, it will be admitted to the
Hard Guarantee class.
BoPF Scheduler We implement BoPF as a new
scheduling policy to achieve our joint goals of bounded
priority with long-term fairness. Upon registering the
queues, users submit their jobs to their LQs or TQs.
Thanks to admission control, LQs and TQs are classi-
fied into Hard Guarantee, Soft Guarantee, and Elastic
classes. Note that resource sharing policies are imple-
mented across queues in YARN, jobs in the same queue
are scheduled in FIFO manner. Hence, BoPF only sets the
share at the individual queue level.
BoPF Scheduler periodically set the share levels to all
LQs in Hard Guarantee and Soft Guarantee classes. These
share levels are upper-bounds on resource allocation that
an LQ can receive from the cluster. Based on the real
demand of LQs, BoPF allocates resources until it meets
the share levels.
BoPF Scheduler allocates the resource to the three
classes in the following priority order: (1) Hard Guarantee
class, (2) Soft Guarantee class, and (3) Elastic class. The
LQs in the Hard Guarantee class are allocated first. Then,
the BoPF continues allocates the resource to the LQs in
Soft Guarantee class. The queues in the Elastic class are
allocated with leftover resources using DRF [41].
4.2 Demand Estimation
BoPF requires accurate estimates of resource demands
and their durations of LQ jobs by users. These estimations
can be done by using well-known techniques. For exam-
ple, users can use history of prior runs [10, 37, 44] with
the assumption that resource requirements for the tasks in
the same stage are similar [41, 16, 65]. The progress of
pipelining jobs like SQL queries can be estimated by us-
ing the number of completed calls versus the total number
of calls [25, 64, 60]. For distributed jobs, their comple-
tion times given resource allocations can be estimated us-
ing machine learning techniques [75, 73, 13]. We do not
make any new contributions on demand estimation in this
paper. When LQs have bursty arrivals of different sizes,
BPF with the α-strategy ensures the performance with the
average usage remains similar (§5.3). We consider a more
thorough study an important future work.
4.3 Operational Issues
Container Reuse Container reuse is a well-known tech-
nique that is used in some application frameworks, such
as Apache Tez. The objective of container reuse is to re-
duce the overheads of allocating and releasing containers.
The downside is that it causes resource waste if the con-
tainer to be reused is larger than the real demand of the
new task. Furthermore, container reuse is not possible if
the new task requires more resource than existing contain-
ers. For our implementation and deployment, we do not
enable container reuse because BoPF periodically prefers
more free resources for LQ jobs, causing its drawbacks to
outweigh its benefits.
Preemption Preemption is a recently introduced setting
in the YARN Fair Scheduler [2], and it is used to kill run-
ning containers of one job to create free containers for an-
other. By default, preemption is not enabled in YARN.
For BoPF , using preemption can help in providing guar-
antees for LQs. However, killing the tasks of running jobs
often results in failures and significant delays. We do not
use preemption in our system throughout this paper.
5 Evaluation
We evaluated BoPF using three widely used big data
benchmarks – BigBench (BB), TPC-DS, and TPC-H. We
ran experiments on a 40-node CloudLab cluster [6]. We
setup Tez atop YARN for the experiment. Furthermore, to
understand performance at a larger scale, we used a trace-
driven simulator to replay jobs from the same traces. Our
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key findings are:
• BoPF can closely approximate the LQ performance
of Strict Priority (§5.2.2) and the long-term fairness
for TQs of DRF (§5.2.3).
• BoPF handles multiple LQs to accommodate
bounded priority and fairness (§5.2.5).
• BoPF can provide similar benefits in the large-scale
setting (§5.3).
• When LQs have bursty arrivals of different sizes,
BPF with the α-strategy ensures the performance
with the average usage remains similar (§5.3).
• Sensitivity analysis shows that BoPF is robust to es-
timation errors (§5.3.1).
5.1 Experimental Setup
Workloads Our workloads consist of jobs from public
benchmarks – BigBench (BB) [3], TPC-DS [7], and TPC-
H [8] traces. A job has multiple stages. A new stage can
be executed if its prerequisite stages are finished. A stage
has a number of equivalent tasks in terms of resource de-
mands and durations. The cumulative distribution func-
tions (CDFs) task durations across the three benchmarks
are presented in Figure 5. In each experiment run, we
chose the LQ jobs from one of the traces such that their
shortest completion times are less than 30 seconds. We
scale these jobs to make sure their instantaneous demands
reach the maximum capacity of a single resource. The TQ
jobs are randomly chosen from one of the traces. Each TQ
job lasts from tens of seconds to tens of minutes. Each
cluster experiment has 100 TQ jobs, and each simulation
experiment has 500 TQ jobs. Throughout the evaluation,
all the TQ jobs are submitted up at the beginning while
the LQ jobs arrive sequentially. Our default experimental
setup has a single LQ and 8 TQs.
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
task duration (secs)
0
0.2
0.4
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0.8
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Figure 5: CDFs of task durations across workloads.
User Input Since the traces give us the resource de-
mand and durations of the job tasks, we can set an ON
period (i.e., when a LQ job is active) equal to the short-
est completion time of its corresponding LQ job. The
average of ON periods is 27 seconds across the traces.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the LQ jobs ar-
rive periodically. The case of aperiodic LQ jobs is similar
to multiple LQs with different periods. Unless otherwise
noted, the inter-arrival period of two LQ jobs is 300 sec-
onds (1000 seconds) for the cluster experiment (the simu-
lation experiment).
Experimental Cluster We setup Apache Hadoop 2.7.2
(YARN) on a cluster having 40 worker nodes on Cloud-
Lab [6] (40-node cluster). Each node has 32 CPU cores,
64 GB RAM, a 10 Gbps NIC, and runs Ubuntu 16.04. To-
tally, the cluster has 1280 CPU cores and 2.5 TB memory.
The cluster also has a master node with the same specifi-
cation running the resource manager (RM).
Trace-driven Simulator To have the experimental re-
sults on a larger scale, we build a simulator that mimics
the system like Tez atop YARN. The simulator can replay
the directed acyclic graph jobs (like Tez does), and sim-
ulate the fair scheduler of YARN at queue level. For the
jobs in the same queue, we allocate the resource to them
in a FIFO manner. Unlike YARN, the simulator supports
6 resources, i.e., CPU, memory, disk in/out throughputs,
and network in/out throughputs.
Baselines We compare BoPF against the following:
• Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF): DRF algo-
rithm is implemented in YARN Fair Scheduler [2].
DRF uses the concept of the dominant resource to
compare multi-dimensional resources [41]. The idea
is that resource allocation should be determined by
the dominant share of a queue, which is the max-
imum share of any resource (memory or CPU). Es-
sentially, DRF seeks to maximize the minimum dom-
inant share across all queues.
• Strict Priority (SP): We use Strict Priority to pro-
vide the best performance for LQ jobs. In fact, we
borrow the concept of “Strict Priority” from network
traffic scheduling that enables Strict Priority queues
to get bandwidth before other queues [59]. Simi-
larly, we enable the LQs to receive all resources they
need first, and then allocate the remaining resources
to other queues. If there are conflicts among the LQs,
we use DRF among them.
• Naive-BoPF (N-BoPF ): N-BoPF is a simple ver-
sion of BoPF that can provide bounded performance
guarantee and fairness. However, N-BoPF does not
support admission to Soft Guarantee. For the queues
that satisfy the safety condition 1, N-BoPF decides to
admit them to Hard Guarantee if they meet the fair-
ness condition 2 and resource condition 3. Other-
wise, it put the queues into the Elastic class. We use
N-BoPF as a baseline when there are multiple LQs
(§5.2.5).
Overall, SP is the upper bound in terms of performance
guarantee, and DRF is the upper bound of fairness guar-
antee for our proposed approach.
Metrics Our primary metric is the average completion
times (avg. compl.) of LQ jobs or TQ jobs. To show
the performance improvement, we use the average com-
pletion times of LQ jobs across the three approaches. On
the other hand, we use average completion times of TQ
jobs to show that BoPF also protects the TQ jobs. Addi-
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Figure 6: [Cluster] BoPF ’s solution for the motivational prob-
lem (§2.1). The first two jobs of LQ quickly finish and the last
two jobs are prevented from using too much resource. This so-
lution is close to the optimal one.
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Figure 7: [Cluster] Average completion time of LQjobs in a
single LQ across the 3 schedulers when varying the number of
TQs. BoPF and SP guarantee the average completion time of
the LQ jobs while DRF significantly suffers from the increase of
number of TQs.
tionally, we use factor of improvement to show how much
BoPF can speed up the LQ jobs compared to DRF as
Factor of improvement =
avg. compl. of DRF
avg. compl. of BoPF
.
5.2 BoPF in Testbed Experiments
5.2.1 BoPF in Practice
Before diving into the details of our evaluation, recall the
motivational problem from Section 2.1. Figure 6 depicts
how BoPF solves it in the testbed. BoPF enables the first
two jobs of LQ to quickly finish in 141 and 180 seconds.
For the two large jobs arriving at 1400 and 2000 seconds,
the share is very large only in roughly 335 seconds but it
is cut down to give back resource to TQ.
5.2.2 Performance Guarantee
Next, we focus on what happens when there are more than
one TQ. Figure 7 shows that average completion time of
LQ jobs in the 40-node cluster on the BB workload. In
this setting, there are a single LQ and multiple TQs. The
x-axis shows the number of TQs in the cluster.
When there are no TQs, the average completion times
of LQ jobs across three schedulers are the same (57 sec-
onds). The completion times are greater than the average
ON period (27 seconds) because of inefficient resource
packing and allocation overheads. In practice, the re-
source demand of tasks cannot utilize all the resources of
a node that results in large unallocated resources across
the cluster. Hence, the LQ jobs are not able to receive the
whole cluster capacity as expected. More importantly, this
Table 3: [Cluster] Factor of improvement by BoPF across vari-
ous workload with respect to the number of TQs.
Workload 1 TQ 2 TQs 4 TQs 8 TQs
BB 1.18 1.42 1.86 4.66
TPC-DS 1.35 1.61 2.29 5.38
TPC-H 1.10 1.37 2.01 5.12
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Figure 8: [Cluster] The completion time of LQ jobs is pre-
dictable using BoPF .
delay is also caused by allocation overheads, such as wait-
ing for containers to be allocated or launching containers.
As the number of TQs increases, the performance of
DRF significantly degrades because DRF tends to allocate
less resource to LQ jobs. DRF is the worst among three
schedulers. In contrast, BoPF and SP give the highest pri-
ority to LQs that guarantees the performance of LQ jobs.
The average completion times, when TQs are available
(1,2,4, and 8), are almost the same (65 seconds). These
average completion times are still larger than the case of
no TQs because of non-preemption. The LQ jobs are not
able to receive the resources that are still used by the run-
ning tasks.
To understand how well BoPF performs on various
workload traces, we carried out the same experiments on
TPC-DS and TPC-H. As SP and BoPF achieve similar
performance, we only present the factors of improvement
of BoPF across the various workloads in Table 3. The
numbers on the table show consistent improvements inn
terms of the average completion times of LQ jobs.
In addition to the average completion time, we eval-
uated the performance of individual LQ jobs. Figure 8
shows that cumulative distribution functions (cdf) of the
completion times across 3 approaches. Figure 8a and 8b
are the experimental results for the cases of 4 TQs and 8
TQs, respectively. We observe that the completion times
of LQ jobs in DRF are not stable and vary a lot when
the number of LQs becomes large as in Figure 8b. The
variation is caused by the instantaneous fairness and the
variance of total resource demand.
5.2.3 Fairness Guarantee
Figure 9 shows the average completion time of TQ jobs
when we scale up the number of tasks of LQ jobs are by
1x, 2x, 4x, and 8x. In this experiment, there are one LQ
and 8 TQs.
Since DRF is a fair scheduler, the average completion
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Figure 9: [Cluster] BoPF protects the batch jobs up to 3.05×
compared to SP.
times of TQ jobs are almost not affected by the size of
LQ jobs. However, SP allocates too much resource to LQ
jobs that significantly hurts TQ jobs. Since SP provides
the highest priority for the LQ jobs, it makes the TQ jobs
to starve for resources. BoPF performs closely to DRF.
While DRF maintains instantaneous fairness, BoPF main-
tains the long-term fairness among the queues.
5.2.4 Scheduling Overheads
Recall from Section 4 that the BoPF scheduler has three
components: user input, admission control, and alloca-
tion. Compared to the default schedulers in YARN, our
scheduler has additional scheduling overheads for admis-
sion control and additional computation in allocation.
Since we only implement our scheduler in the Re-
source Manager, the scheduling overheads occur at the
master node. To measure the scheduling overheads, we
run admission control for 10000 LQ queues and 10000
TQ queues on a master node – Intel Xeon E3 2.4 GHz
(with 12 cores). Each LQ queue has 500 ON/OFF cycles.
Recall the LQADMIT and TQADMIT functions in Algo-
rithm 1, the admission overheads increase linearly to the
number of queues. The total admission overheads are ap-
proximately 1 ms, which is significantly smaller than the
default update interval in YARN Fair Scheduler, i.e., 500
ms [2]. The additional computation time spent in alloca-
tion is also negligible (less than 1 ms).
5.2.5 Admission Control for Multiple LQs
To demonstrate how BoPF works with multiple LQs, we
set up 3 LQs (LQ-0, LQ-1, and LQ-2) and a single TQ
(TQ-0). The jobs TQ-0 are queued up at the beginning
while LQ-0, LQ-1, and LQ-2 arrive at 50, 100, and 150
seconds, respectively. The periods of LQ-0, LQ-1, and
LQ-2 are 150, 110, and 60 secs. All the LQs jobs have
the identical demand and task durations. The TQ jobs are
chosen from the BB benchmark. BoPF admits LQ-0 to the
Hard Guarantee class, LQ-1 to the Soft Guarantee class,
and LQ-2 to the Elastic class.
Figure 10a shows the resource usage for each queue
across four schedulers, i.e., DRF, SP, N-BoPF and BoPF .
As an instantaneously fair scheduler, DRF continuously
maintains the fair share for all queues as in Figure 10a.
Since LQ-2 requires a lot of resources, SP makes TQ-
0 starving for resources (Figure 10b). N-BoPF provides
LQ-0 with resource guarantee and it fairly share the re-
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(a) DRF: LQ-0, LQ-1, LQ-2 are unhappy with high la-
tency.
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(b) SP: TQ-0 is starving of resources.
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(c) N-BoPF : Only LQ-0 and TQ-0 are happy.
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(d) BoPF : LQ-0, LQ-1 and TQ-1 are happy.
Figure 10: [Cluster]. DRF and SP fail to guarantee both perfor-
mance and fairness simultaneously. BoPF gives the best perfor-
mance to LQ-0, near optimal performance for LQ-1, and main-
tains fairness among 4 queues. LQ-2 requires too much resource,
so its performance cannot be guaranteed.
sources to LQ-1, LQ-2, and TQ-0 (Figure 10c). BoPF pro-
vides hard guarantee to LQ-0 and soft guarantee to LQ-1
as in Figure 10d. The soft guarantee allows LQ-1 to per-
form better than using N-BoPF . Since LQ-2 demands too
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Workload Number of TQs
1 2 4 8 16 32
BB 1.08 1.56 2.32 4.09 7.28 16.61
TPC-DS 1.06 1.38 1.66 2.93 5.16 10.40
TPC-H 1.01 1.28 1.92 3.04 5.50 11.35
Table 4: [Simulation] Factors of improvement by BoPF across
various workloads w.r.t the number of TQs.
much resources, BoPF treats it like TQ-0.
Figure 11 shows the average completion time of jobs on
each queue across the four schedulers. The performance
of DRF for LQ jobs is the worst among the four sched-
ulers but it is the best for only TQ-0. The performance of
SP is good for LQ jobs but it is the worst for TQ jobs. N-
BoPF provides the best performance for LQ-0 but not LQ-
1 and LQ-2. BoPF is the best among the four schedulers.
Three of the four queues, i.e., LQ-0, LQ-1, and TQ-0, sig-
nificantly benefit from BoPF . BoPF even outperforms SP
for LQ-0 and LQ-1 jobs and does not hurt TQ.
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Figure 11: [Cluster] BoPF provides with better performance for
LQs than DRF and N-BoPF . Unlike SP, BoPF protects the per-
formance of TQ jobs.
5.3 BoPF in Trace-Driven Simulations
To verify the correctness of the large-scale simulator, we
replayed the BB trace logs from cluster experiments in the
simulator. Table 4 shows the factors of improvement in
completion times of LQ jobs from the simulator that are
consistent with that from our cluster experiments (Table
3).
BoPF significantly improves over DRF when we have
more TQs. We note that the factors of improvement for
TPC-DS and TPC-H in the simulation are smaller than
that of the cluster experiments. It turns out that DRF
in TPC-DS and TPC-H suffers from allocation overheads
that our simulation does not capture. The allocation over-
heads for the LQ jobs in TPC-DS and TPC-H are large
because they have more stages than the LQ jobs in BB
(only 2 stages).
5.3.1 Impact of Estimation Errors
BoPF requires users to report their estimated demand for
LQ jobs. Demand estimation often results in estimation
errors. To understand the impact of estimation errors on
BoPF , we assume that estimation errors e(%) follow the
standard normal distribution with zero mean. The stan-
dard deviation (std.) of estimation errors lines in [0, 50].
To adopt the estimation errors, we update the task demand
and durations of LQ jobs as tasknew = taskoriginal∗(1+
e/100).
Figure 13 shows the impact of estimation errors on the
average completion time of LQ jobs. There are 1 LQ and
8 TQs. LQ jobs arrive every 350 seconds. BoPF is ro-
bust when the standard deviation of estimation errors vary
0 to 20. The LQ jobs in BB suffer more from the large
estimation errors (std. > 30) than that of TPC-DS and
TPC-H. The delays are caused by the underestimated jobs
because the excessive demand is not guaranteed by the
system. Meanwhile, the overestimated jobs do not suf-
fer any delays as the guaranteed resource is more than
needed. Although estimation errors result in performance
degradation, the performance of LQ jobs is still much bet-
ter than that of DRF (162 seconds).
5.3.2 Performance of the α-Strategy.
Figure 12 depicts the requested demand, performance, and
resource usage under the vanilla BoPF and the one with
the α-strategy when arrivals have different sizes. In par-
ticular, as the variance increases, the vanilla BoPF can no
longer complete α arrivals before the deadline. Actually,
even with 10% standard deviation, the percentage drops
below 50%. On the other side, BoPF with α-strategy al-
ways satisfy the α requirement. Even though the reported
demand increases, the average resource usage does not
change much, e.g., TQ receives the same long-term share.
6 Related Work
Bursty Applications in Big Data Clusters Big data clus-
ters experience burstiness from a variety of sources, in-
cluding periodic jobs [37, 10, 15, 69], interactive user ses-
sions [14], as well as streaming applications [78, 12, 9].
Some of them show predictability in terms of inter-arrival
times between successive jobs (e.g., Spark Streaming [78]
runs periodic mini batches in regular intervals), while
some others follow different arrival processes (e.g., user
interactions with large datasets [14]). Similarly, resource
requirements of the successive jobs can sometimes be pre-
dictable, but often it can be difficult to predict due to exter-
nal load variations (e.g., time-of-day or similar patterns);
the latter, without BoPF , can inadvertently hurt batch
queues (§2).
Multi-Resource Job Schedulers Although early jobs
schedulers dealt with a single resource [79, 17, 51], mod-
ern cluster resource managers, e.g., Mesos [48], YARN
[72], and others [69, 74, 24], employ multi-resource
schedulers [41, 39, 44, 45, 22, 58, 20] to handle multiple
resources and optimize diverse objectives. These objec-
tives can be fairness (e.g., DRF [41]), performance (e.g.,
shortest-job-first (SJF) [39]), efficiency (e.g., Tetris [44]),
or different combinations of the three (e.g., Carbyne [45]).
Hawk [34] focuses on reducing the overheads in schedul-
ing the large number of small jobs. Chen et al. design a
preemption algorithm to prioritize short jobs without re-
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(c) Resource consumption of LQ.
Figure 12: [Simulation] The proposed α-strategy under α=95% is robust against the uncertainties.
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Figure 13: [Simulation] BoPF ’s performance degrades with
larger estimation errors, yet is still significantly better than DRF
(162 secs).
source guarantee [27]. However, all of these focus on in-
stantaneous objectives, with instantaneous fairness being
the most common goal. To the best of our knowledge,
BoPF is the first multi-resource job scheduler with long-
term memory.
Handling Burstiness Supporting multiple classes of
traffic is a classic networking problem that, over the years,
have arisen in local area networks [38, 70, 71, 21, 35],
wide area networks [61, 54, 49], and in datacenter net-
works [55, 47]. All of them employ some form of ad-
mission control to provide quality-of-service guarantees.
They consider only a single link (i.e., a single resource).
In contrast, BoPF considers multi-resource jobs and
builds on top this large body of literature.
BVT [36] is a thread-based CPU scheduler that was de-
signed to work with both real-time and best-effort tasks.
Although it prioritizes the real-time tasks, it cannot guar-
antee performance and fairness.
Collocating Mixed Workloads in Datacenters
Latency-sensitive and best-effort workloads are often
collocated. Heracles [62] and Parties [26] handle mixed
workloads to increase the utilization of servers. Bistro
[43] allows both data-intensive and online workloads to
share the same infrastructure. Morpheus [57] reserves
resources for periodic jobs ahead of time. All of them
prioritize the latency-sensitive workloads to meet the
quality of service requirement but do not provide both
resource guarantee and fairness.
Expressing Burstiness Requirements BoPF is not the
first system that allows users to express their time-varying
resource requirements. Similar challenges have appeared
in traditional networks [71], network calculus [31, 32],
datacenters [55, 18], and wide-area networks [61]. Akin
to them, BoPF requires users to explicitly provide their
burst durations and sizes; BoPF tries to enforce those re-
quirements in short and long terms. Unlike them, how-
ever, BoPF explores how to allow users to express their
requirements in a multi-dimensional space, where each di-
mension corresponds to individual resources. One possi-
ble way to collapse the multi-dimensional interface to a
single dimension is using the progress [28, 41]; however,
progress only applies to scenarios when a user’s utility is
captured using Leontief preferences.
7 Conclusion
To enable the coexist of latency-sensitive LQs and the
TQs, we proposed BoPF (Bounded Priority Fairness).
BoPF provides bounded performance guarantee to LQs
and maintains the long-term fairness for TQs. BoPF clas-
sifies the queues into three classes: Hard Guarantee, Soft
Guarantee and Elastic. BoPF provides the best perfor-
mance to LQs in the Hard Guarantee class and the bet-
ter performance for LQs in the Soft Guarantee class. The
scheduling is executed in a strategyproof manner, which is
critical for public clouds. The queues in the Elastic class
share the left-over resources to maximize the system uti-
lization. In the deployments, we show that BoPF not only
outperforms the DRF up to 5.38× for LQ jobs but also
protects TQ jobs up to 3.05× compared to Strict Prior-
ity. When LQ’s arrivals have different sizes, adding the
α-strategy can satisfy the deadlines with similar resource
utilization.
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9 Appendices
9.1 Proof of strategyproofness
Let the true demand and deadline of LQ-i be (
−→
d , t) for
a particular arrival. Let the request parameter be (−→v , t′).
We first argue that −→v = β−→d holds with β > 0.
As
−→
d = 〈d1, d2, · · · , dk〉,−→v = 〈v1, v2, · · · , vk〉,
let p = mink
{
vi
di
}
. Define a new vector −→z =
〈z1, z2, · · · , zk〉 and let zi = pdi. Notice here −→z has the
same performance as −→v , while zi ≤ vi for any i. There-
fore, −→z may request no more resources than −→v , which is
more likely to be admitted. Hence, it is always better to
request −→z , which is proportional to −→d , the true demand.
Regarding the demand
−→
d , reporting a larger−→v (β > 1)
still satisfies its demand, while has a higher risk being re-
jected as it requests higher demand, while it does not make
sense to report a smaller −→v (β < 1) as it may receive
fewer resources than it actually needs. Therefore, there is
no incentive to for LQ-i to lie about its
−→
d . The argument
for deadline is similar. Reporting a larger deadline does
not make sense as it may receive fewer resources than
it actually needs. On the other hand, reporting a tighter
deadline still satisfies the deadlines, while has a higher
risk being rejected as it requests higher demand. There-
fore, there is no incentive to for LQ-i to lie about its dead-
line, either.
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